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and diverse theories of life ; an outpost of Empire
where England has pitched camp upon the threshold
of the continent which, whatever she may claim, she
has failed as yet to penetrate to any great depth.
The Parsee gentleman handed me his field-glasses.
" Do you see the island down there which looks as if
it were floating on the water ? That's Elephanla—
where I took you yesterday."
Yes, I recognized the little island of the Hindus,
humped above the yellow waves like the dome of a
sunken Buddhist temple. With its summit pitted
like a skull and the grottos gouged in the cliff-face
gaping like eyeless sockets, it has a grim, forbidding
air. The vaulted roofs of the great caves have been
worn smooth by the years, corroded by salt sea-
winds ; the emblems of Siva niched within the
rocky lobes are pock-marked as with ulcers. In the
centre of a vast recess looms a prodigious three-
faced bust, the forehead shoring up the roof, the
shoulders thrusting back the ground. There is an
elemental urgency in its conception worthy of a
Michelangelo, something, too, of the more human
violence of Rodin's art; and therewithal the subtle
complexity of the Hindu Trinity, symbol of life.
But now, to my regret, the mystic isle where in his
sea-girt shrine the genius of the world keeps vigil
was a mere blur on the horizon, hermetically pent
within its shell of verdure. On either side were
other islets, dark specks floating on a shallow sea of
bilious yellow, turbid with mud, whence the waves
were sweating spirals of white vapour, like puffs of
eddying heat.
Beyond—the void. . . .
I focussed my glasses, eye-raked the horizon. No
sign of land. In the far distance the waves seemed
white—a dingy white that matched the greyness

